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From acclaimed journalist Bill Gifford comes a roaring journey into the globe of anti-aging science in search
of answers to a universal obsession: what can be done about getting old? We visit cutting-edge labs where
scientists are working to "hack" growing older, like purging "senescent" cells from mice to reverse the
effects of ageing. And better? Gifford separates the wheat from the chaff as he exposes hoaxes and scams
foisted upon an maturing society, and arms visitors with the perfect advice on how to proceed, what not to
perform, and what life-changing treatments could be right around the corner.SPRING CHICKEN:Stay Little
Forever (or Die Trying)SPRING Poultry is a full-throttle, high-energy trip through the latest study, popular
mythology, and old wisdom upon mankind's oldest obsession: How do we live much longer? He'll reveal
why some individuals live previous 100 without also trying, what has occurred with resveratrol, the "red
wine tablet" that produced headlines a couple of years ago, how your excess fat tissue is trying to eliminate
you, and how it is possible to unlock longevity-advertising pathways that are programmed into our very
genes. In his funny, self-deprecating tone of voice, veteran reporter Expenses Gifford takes visitors on a
fascinating journey through the science of maturing, from the most obvious signs like wrinkles and baldness
down in to the innermost workings of cells. An intoxicating mixture of deep reporting, interesting research,
and prescriptive takeaway, Planting season CHICKEN will reveal the remarkable breakthroughs that may
however provide us eternal youth, while exposing harmful deceptions that prey on the innocent and
ignorant.
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Every day is something special “Kale - You will want to?.” ? from the SPRING CHICKEN Appendix,
“Things THAT MAY Function.But if you like the subject matter, it's interesting reading. “A youthful Elvis
Presley” wasn’t being broadcast in the 1920’s; For example, anti-oxidants might actually undo the effects
of exercise, so over-supplementing on vitamins might be bad for you. Such consist of hormone injections,
“healthy” diet plans, cholesterol lowering medications, stem cell therapies, exercise regimens, old age
athletic competition, ongoing severe caloric restriction, and cool water immersions.For the reader, the
greatest single benefit to reading SPRING CHICKEN is to acquire an introductory knowledge of the
fascinating metabolic mechanisms of aging at the cellular and molecular amounts. It is the book’s inferred
summary that the scientific understanding and manipulation of these processes will ultimately allow for a
dramatic increase in individual longevity (whether such is beneficial to the world and its available resources
or not).The volume’s Appendix, “Things THAT MAY Function”, lists what the reader could try to extend
healthfulness while looking forward to science to make the breakthrough: resveratrol, alcohol/red wine,
coffee, curcumin, “Lifestyle Extension Combine”, metformin, vitamin D, aspirin and ibuprofen, and
kale.And, of program, Gifford stresses following a adage “use it or lose it.” That's, keep active both
mentally and physically seeing that the years pile up. The references comes into play especially useful when
you read about someone suggesting transplant immunosuppressants for age group extension!
curcumin;SPRING Poultry is a must read for anyone wishing to prolong a wholesome and active
existence.g... The materials is interesting, but the author isn't as knowledgeable about the underlying science
as you might expect. In the event that you know a lot about his topic, you quickly realize that the writer is
relatively not used to many of the ideas that he writes about. Safety. So you'll read a lot of interesting
material, but occasionally you'll find out about some outdated ideas (like eating fat is bad for you).
Strangely, the writer also injects his political sights now and then, likely to be humorous, but it falls flat (e.
That's generally no problem (I suppose a smart writer could make sure he rounds up plenty of interviews .
The well off believe differently.”In his early forties, while contemplating his own mortality and after
observing a grandfather and a grand uncle die at widely differing ages, author Bill Gifford made a decision
to write a book on those factors that may help acquire the Elixir of youth. spring chicken journalism That is
an engagingly written summary of the fascinating history of the science of ageing. The author deserves
credit for maintaining a wide, comprehensive perspective and clearly shows the evolution of thinking in this
realm. Some of my patients have fallen in to the clutches of "anti-ageing" doctors, with off label medication
use, and now I have the information they and I need to carefully evaluate the dangers and questionable
benefits. As the author quotes, technology evolves "one funeral at the same time..) that make the reporting
seem less professional. Even the opening scene, which makes the eminent physician Brown-Sequard appear
to be a buffoon in a story that has nothing to do with ageing study, made me question if the priority was to
entertain or even to explain. Then there are the factual errors that are clear even to an informal reader,
raising doubt about the overall accuracy of the content. Thus, Springtime CHICKEN: STAY YOUNG
FOREVER (OR DIE TRYING). he wasn’t actually born. Coronary arteries do not “come off” the heart;
they provide it. Anti-inflammatories aren't “safer” than Tylenol; It can include so much info, that it really
should be browse to understand and enjoy--as the writer writes comprehensively but with occasions of
humor--and after that to serve as a reference text.I’ll still provide it four stars mainly because a stimulating
update on a topic that fascinates and affects people. At least there are resource notes to follow up on a few of
the more interesting strategies, like intermittent fasting and metformin.For me personally, the most
interesting topic was that of the adverse aftereffect of cytomegalovirus (CMV) on the aging body.
Comprehensive and entertaining: A guide to anti-ageing medicine and strategies As somebody who is aging
and your physician who's inundated with requests to treat my patients "low T": I came across this book both
timely and extremely helpful. they cause a lot more deaths, mainly from gastric bleeding. While "Being
Mortal" explored the ethics and sociology of maturing, Spring Poultry explores the research behind the anti-



aging motion along with the general technology and changing beliefs behind the mechanisms of ageing and
how they could be counteracted or mitigated. The jury continues to be out on calorie restriction, though
some results indicate that intermittent fasting is simpler to stick to, which makes it more likely to end up
being usable. The changing attitudes and info add a traditional perspective. This clarifies the obvious,
readable prose." Eventually, as I heard the author comment in an NPR interview, he himself found that the
only areas of anti-aging medication he could put into action was to exercise even more, eat slightly in a
different way and skip a meal or two. And yet, by presenting excellent information to rebut the anti-aging
supplement use, this minimalist approach is apparently more realistic and considerably safer than purchasing
the health supplements hawked by the anti-aging celebrities he profiles. Sadly, as he highlights, he is an
English major trying to describe physiology and medication. An engaging, entertaining and informative
book. supplement D; Why would they need this struggle to persist indefinitely? They are experiencing a
good time, feel quite important, and have decided they by no means wish the "party" to end. I can turn on
the news and understand this same more than slightly skewed information. Just found it not well worth the
read. Check it out with bacon.. did not disagree with everything however, not agreeing with everything
either. "....the mere act of sitting.. They try to push expensive therapies like Human Growth Hormone, which
is normally suspect and could lead to increased probability of cancer. espresso;a potent risk aspect for
death." An enjoyable read -- even though we know the drill ., etc. But there is a tendency to oversimplify
and interject sophomoric asides (yikes!.eat right and workout. You will probably become entertained and
educated by this book...and possibly even be motivated to consume less and move more. Meanwhile, if you
want to be updated on the advantages of resveratrol; burgandy or merlot wine;. Happily and fortunately, I’m
CMV adverse. It's a reasonably good book. Good Interesting go through.. And here's your bumper sticker
(or T-clothing): "Aging makes us fat, and then our excess fat makes us age. There is absolutely no future,
that is a fantasy. Karl Pfleger recommended it on the ex-Googler's mailing list, and because it was common
at the library via Kindle checkout, I offered it a go. metformin; Let me see easily can summarize what I
learned in the book: Many of the popular life-extension schticks are basically big business scams.. Maturing
is somewhat a cellular event. Two Stars I finally quit.After a preliminary discussion of aging and life span in
general, SPRING CHICKEN is actually Bill’s survey of those factors and practices – demonstrating
scientifically tested merit or not – which have been, faddishly are, or might be life prolonging when
considered against a backdrop of underlying aging-controlling genetics, obvious risk factors, and obvious
signs of aging. Reservatrol got a whole lot of press but evidently its effects were mainly only seen in mice
which were designed for susceptibility to diabetes and obesity. Those results usually do not generalize to
humans. For some of human history there was no such factor as aging, there was just life then loss of life.
There are a lot of details, but the author's engaging tone makes this book an enjoyable read, despite the
plethora of info. That means many stuff that you imagine might be healthy is probably not. This book goes
nowhere., etc.. and anti-inflammatories like aspirin and ibuprofen -- here's your reserve. If you have done
any study into anti-aging, there likely isn't much in this book which will be new news for you personally: eat
well, exercise often, etc. If you've done any analysis into anti-aging, there likely .. Discovering the Frontiers
of Anti-Aging This is a fantastic, and fun, overview of the anti-aging obsession which has captured the
hearts and minds of the privileged few. Diet: you know this stuff: more fruits and vegetables, less meat, and
much less carbohydrates. The idea of aging, of level of resistance to ageing (anti-ageing) and longevity are
"problem's" only for the comfortable. A small percentage of individuals in the globe have achieved an even
of wealth which has secured all of their most basic requirements, along with many luxuries, for the
indefinite future. They do not worry about survival. If you concentrate on the news headlines allopathic
medicine records this is the reserve a journalist would create. The rest are centered on surviving this day." A
number of unexpected results, along with stuff you already knew Spring Chicken is Bill Gifford's book
about existence extension. Meals. Shelter. Sickness. That's generally no problem (I suppose a smart writer



will make sure he rounds up enough interviews with people who are up to speed on the topics that are
covered). Everything beyond that is a luxury that belongs to others. More of a praise book for modern
medication than helpful info Most health and longevity is credited ( simply by the writer) to allopathic and
pharmaceutical medicine. Their hope is normally in something better following this lifestyle., why he adds a
comment about woman's "reproductive rights" and equal pay into a book on aging is usually bizarre). With
no (real) concerns, they often give up suggestions of faith, God and eternity. God turns into a giver of great
gifts who offers "blessed" them. You don't have for heaven, life is a lot too good right here on earth. Five
Stars Funny and informative!
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